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Product & Oversight

Two Categories of Product
• CBD
• Marijuana

Two Levels Of Oversight
• Federal
• State
CBD

Federal

• Controlled Substances Act
• Farm Bill
• FDA regulation

• Did Epidiolex change the picture?
CBD

- Lydia’s law
- 2017 Amendment
CBD Takeaways

Counseling Patients

• Efficacy
• Drug testing and quality control
Marijuana

Federal

• Still schedule 1
• Cole memo
  ▪ Rescission
  ▪ Non-enforcement of rescission
Marijuana

State Laws

• All over the map as to medical marijuana
• Common elements
  ▪ Qualifying medical conditions
  ▪ Residency requirement
  ▪ Physician certification
  ▪ Registration cards
  ▪ Seed to sale tracking
  ▪ Quality control of product
Marijuana – Different Approaches

Common Example: Arizona

• Diagnose condition based on physical examination
• Check PMP database
• Explain risks and benefits
• Self treatment
Marijuana – Different Approaches

Uncommon Example: Minnesota

• Same general type of workup
• Does not cover smokeable “flower” or “shake”
• Requires directions for use
• Requires directions for dosage
Marijuana – Wisconsin

• ?
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